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1
2
3

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT
Plaintiff Elizabeth McInnish ("Plaintiff"), on behalf of herself and all others similarly
situated, brings this action against Yahoo! Inc. ("Yahoo!" or "Defendant").

4
5

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
1.

This is a class action lawsuit against Yahoo! for improperly and voluntarily

6

disclosing certain personal and private user information, data, records andlor the contents of

7

electronic communications in violation of the privacy rights of visitors, members, subscribers,

8

customers or users of Yahoo! services ("Yahoo! Users").

9

2.

As alleged herein, Yahoo! disclosed personal and private user information, data,

10

records andlor the contents of electronic communications (hereinafter "Personal Private Data")

11

of Yahoo! Users to law enforcement and other government entities without enforceable legal

12

process.

13

3.

The impermissibly disclosed Personal Private Data included, but was not limited

14

to, some or all of the following: full name, mailing address, telephone number, credit card

15

number, gender, relationships, date account created, account status, email address, the content of

16

email communications, content of private messages in the Yahoo! User's Inbox and sent mail

17

folders, Messenger's friends lists, contact lists, photos, videos, files, website posts, registration

18

from Internet Protocol (IP), date IP registered, IP address at account sign-up, login IP addresses,

19

logs showing IP address and date stamps for account accesses, and other IP address information.

20
21
22

4.

Yahoo!'s unlawful disclosure of Personal Private Data violates Yahoo! Users'

rights under federal and state statutes as well as common law.

5.

Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and all other similarly situated, seeks monetary

23

damages, including statutory damages, punitive damages, equitable relief, attorneys' fees and

24

expenses of litigation.

25

26

PARTIES

6.

Plaintiff is a resident of the State of Georgia and a Yahoo! User. On or about

27

March 3, 2011, Plaintiff had her Personal Private Data disclosed by Yahoo! to law enforcement

28

in violation of federal and state statutes and common law.
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1

7.

Defendant Yahoo!, Inc. is a Delaware corporation that has its principal place of

2

business located at 701 First Avenue in Sunnyvale, California 94809. Yahoo! may be properly

3

served through its registered agent of service, CT Corporation System at 818 W. Seventh Street

4

in Los Angeles, California 90017.

5

6

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
8.

This court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to the Class Action Fairness

7

Act of 2005, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1332(a) and 1332(d) because the amount in controversy exceeds

8

$5,000,000.00 exclusive. of interest and costs, and more than two-thirds of the members of the

9

putative class are citizens of states different than that of Yahoo!. Additionally, the Court has

10

11

subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331.

9.

Defendant Yahoo! is subject to the jurisdiction of this Court and venue is proper

12

as a result of a choice of forum provision in Yahoo!'s Terms of Service, which provides, in

13

relevant part, "the TOS and the relationship between the parties shall be governed by the laws of

14

the State of California without regard to its conflict of law provisions and that any and all claims,

15

causes of action or disputes (regardless of theory) arising out of or relating to the TOS, or the

16

relationship between you and Yahoo!, shall be brought exclusively in the courts located in the

17

county of Santa Clara, California or the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of

18

California."

19

20

STATEMENT OF FACTS
10.

Yahoo! Inc. is a global Internet business and consumer services company that

21

offers a comptehensive branded network of properties and integrated services with more than

22

500 million users worldwide with a presence in more than 20 markets and regions around the

23

globe. Yahoo! profits by selling advertising, the value of which is dependent at least in part on

24

the number of users of its content and services.

25

11.

The Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2701-2712 ("SCA") was enacted

26

in 1986 as Title II of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 ("ECP A"), and sets

27

forth a system of statutory privacy rights for customers, users and subscribers of internet

28

businesses, consumer services and computer network service providers such as Yahoo!.
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1

12.

The Yahoo! Terms of Service and Yahoo! Privacy Policy, collectively attached

2

hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated herein by reference, set forth the rights ofYahoo!'s Users

3

concerning the collection, protection, use and disclosure of Yahoo! Users' Personal Private Data

4

as required by law.

5

13.

Yahoo! purports to take Yahoo! Users' privacy seriously.

6

14.

Yahoo! purports to have physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards that

7

8
9

10

comply with federal regulations to protect Personal Private Data of Yahoo! Users.
15.

According to its Privacy Policy, Yahoo! will disclose the Personal Private Data of

Yahoo! Users to respond to subpoenas, court orders, or legal process.

16.

Although Yahoo! purports to protect Yahoo! Users' privacy and conform with

11

federal regulations when accessing or disclosing Personal Private Data, Yahoo! routinely and

12

unlawfully accepts as valid legal process from law enforcement, state search warrants signed by

13

state magistrates or judges of other state courts of limited jurisdiction.

14

17.

State search warrants signed by state magistrates or judges of other state courts of

15

limited jurisdiction have no force and effect outside the limits of that state cOUlis' territorial

16

jurisdiction.

17

18.

When state search warrants signed by state magistrates or judges of other state

18

courts of limited jurisdiction are sent out of that issuing state, said search warrants are invalid

19

and unenforceable.

20

19.

For purposes of the SCA, state search warrants signed by state magistrates or

21

judges of other state courts of limited jurisdiction are not issued by a court of competent

22

jurisdiction.

23
24
25

26
27
28

20.

Yahoo!'s disclosure of a Yahoo! User's Personal Private Data in response to a

foreign state search warrant is improper and violative of federal and state law.
21.

YallOO!'S disclosure of Plaintiffs Personal Private Data is representative of the

unlawful disclosures of Personal Private Data at issue in this lawsuit.
22.

On February 22, 2011, Investigator Keith Sobolewski of the Cherokee COlmty

Sheriffs Office in Canton, Georgia, faxed a search warrant signed by a Judge of the Magistrate
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1 . Court of Cherokee County, Georgia to the Legal Compliance Team of Yahoo! in Sunnyvale,
2

California.

3

23.

The Cherokee County Magistrate Court is a court of limited jurisdiction.

4

24.

Because the Cherokee County Magistrate Court is a court of limited jurisdiction,

5

the state search warrant was facially invalid and unenforceable as it was not issued by a court of

6

competent jurisdiction.

7
8

9
10

11

25.

The state search warrant was facially invalid and unenforceable, as it purported to

authorize a search by law enforcement of property outside the State of Georgia.
26.

The state search warrant was facially invalid and unenforceable, as it purported to

authorize a seizure by law enforcement of property outside the State of Georgia.
27.

Notwithstanding Yahoo!'s actual knowledge that the state search warrant issued

12

by the Cherokee Cotmty Magistrate Court, a court of limited jurisdiction, was facially invalid

13

and unenforceable, Yahoo! voluntarily accessed, produced and disclosed Plaintiffs Personal

14

Private Data to law enforcement.
CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS

15

16

28.

17

All individuals in the United States, who are or were Yahoo! Users, and who have

18

had Personal Private Data in or regarding their Yahoo! Accounts disclosed by

19

Yahoo! to law enforcement and other government entities in response to state

20

search warrants signed by state magistrates or judges of other state courts of

21

limited jurisdiction at any time from October 19, 2009, to the present (the "Class

22

Period").

23

29.

Plaintiff brings this action on behalf of herself and the following class:

The Class is composed of nwnerous people, whose joinder in this action would be

24

impracticable.

The disposition of their claims through this class action will benefit Class

25

members, the parties and the courts. Upon infolmation and belief, there are hlUldreds, if not

26

thousands, of persons in the Class, alld the actual nwnber, identities and contact information of

27

the individual members of the Class can be ascertained through Yal1oo!' s records.

28
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1

30.

There is a well-defmed community of interest in questions of law and fact

2

affecting the Class. These questions of law and fact predominate over individual questions

3

affecting individual Class members, including, but not limited to, the following:
A. Whether Yaboo! disclosed to law enforcement Personal Private Data

4
5

regarding Class members and their Yaboo! Accounts;

6

B. Whether Yaboo! disclosed to law enforcement and other government entities

7

Personal Private Data regarding Class members and their Yaboo! Accounts in

8

response to state search warrants signed by state magistrates or judges of other

9

state courts oflimited jurisdiction;

10

C. Whether Yaboo! disclosed to law enforcement and other government entities

11

Personal Private Data regarding Class members and their Yaboo! Accounts

12

without a valid and enforceable search warrant;

13

D. Whether Yaboo!'s conduct described herein violates the SCA;

14

E. Whether Class members are entitled to damages as a result of Yaboo!'s

15

conduct described herein, and if so, what is the measure of those damages;

16

F. Whether Class members are entitled to statutory damages as a result of

17

Yaboo!'s conduct described herein, and if so, what. is the measure of those

18

statutory damages; and

19

O. Whether Class members are entitled to injunctive, declarative and monetary

20
21

relief as a result ofYahoo!'s conduct described herein.
31.

Plaintiffs claims are typical of the claims of the members of the Class because

22

Plaintiff and the other members of the Class each sustained damages arising out of Yahoo!'s

23

wrongful conduct as complained of herein. Yahoo! engaged in a common course of conduct

24

giving rise to the legal rights sought to be enforced by Class members. Similar or identical

25

statutory and common law violations, business practices and injuries are involved. Individual

26

questions, if any, pale by comparison to the numerous common questions that dominate.

27
28

32.

The injuries sustained by the Class members flow from a common nucleus of

operative facts.

In each case, Yahoo! disclosed to law enforcement Personal Private Data
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1

regarding Class members and their Yahoo! Accounts in response to state search warrants signed

2

by state magistrates or judges of other state courts of limited jurisdiction.

3

33.

Given the similar nature of the Class members' claims and absence of material

4

differences in the statutes and common law upon which the Class members' claims are based, a

5

nationwide class will be easily managed by the court and the parties as the identities of the Class

6

members are known to Yahoo!, and damages, including the applicable statutory damages, can be

7

calculated to a reasonable certainty.

8
9
10

11

34.

Because of the relatively small size of the Class members' claims and given the

significant expense required to prosecute the foregoing claims against Yahob!, no Class member
could afford to seek legal redress on an individual basis.

35.

Plaintiff is not aware of any litigation concerning this controversy involving state

12

search warrants signed by state magistrates or judges of other state courts of limited jurisdiction

13

that has already been initiated by any members of this Class.

14
15

16

36.

Plaintiffs claims are typical of those of the Class as all members of the Class are

similarly affected by Yahoo!'s uniform and actionable conduct described herein.
37.

Yahoo! has acted and failed to act on grounds generally applicable to Plaintiff and

17

other Class members requiring the court's imposition of uniform relief to ensure compatible

18

standards of conduct toward Class members.

19

38.

Plaintiff will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the members of the

20

Class and has retained counsel competent and experienced in class action and complex litigation.

21

Plaintiff has no interests antagonistic to, or in conflict with, those of the Class they seek to

22

represent.

23
24

39.

Plaintiff reserves the right to revise the above Class definition based on facts

learned in discovery.

25

COUNT ONE

26

(Violation of the Stored Communications Act)

27
28

40.

Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and the class, realleges and incorporates by

reference the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth herein.
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1

41.

The SCA sets forth a system of statutory privacy rights for customers and users of

2

electronic communications service providers and remote computing service providers, such as

3

Yahoo!.

4

42.

The ECP A broadly defines an "electronic communication" as "any transfer of

5

signs, signals, writing, images, sounds, data, or intelligence of any nature transmitted in whole or

6

in part by a wire, radio, electromagnetic, photoelectronic or photooptical system that affects

7

interstate or foreign commerce ... " 18 U.S.C. § 2510(12).

8
9

10

43.

Yahoo!'s Users' Personal Private Data are electronic communications within the

meaning of 18 U.S.C. § 2510(12).

44.

The ECP A also broadly defines the contents of a communication as follows:

11

"'[Clontents', when used with respect to any wire, oral, or electronic communication, include

12

any information concerning the substance, purport, or meaning of that communication."

18

13U.S.C. § 2510(8).

14

45.

An "electronic communications system" is "any wire, radio, electromagnetic,

15

photooptical or photoelectronic facilities for the transmission of wire or electronic

16

communications, and any computer facilities or related electronic equipment for the electronic

17

storage of such communications." 18 U.S.C. § 2510(14).

18

46.

Pursuant to the ECPA, "electronic storage" means any "temporary storage of a

19

wire or electronic communication incidental to the electronic transmission thereof; and any

20

storage of such communication by an electronic communication service for purposes of backup

21

protection of such communication." 18 U.S.C. § 2510(17).

22

23
24

47.

Yahoo! holds its Yahoo! Users' Personal Private Data electronic storage within

themeaningofI8U.S.C. §2510(17).
48.

An electronic communication service ("RCS") is "any service which provides to

25

users thereof the ability to send or receive wire or electronic communications." 18 U.S.C. §

26

2510(15).

27

49.

Yahoo! operates an ECS as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 2510(15).

28
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1

50.

A remote computing service ("RCS") is "the provision to the public of computer

2

storage or processing services by means of an electronic communications system." 18 U.S.C. §

3

2711(2).

4

51.

Yahoo! operates aRCS as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 2711(2).

5

52.

18 U.S.C § 2702 regulates voluntary disclosure by an ECS and RCS such as

6

7

Yahoo! of customer communications and records, including specific prohibitions.
53.

Pursuant to the SCA, "a person or entity providing an electronic communication

8

service to the public shall not knowingly divulge to any person or entity the contents of a

9

communication while in electronic storage on that service." 18 U.S.C § 2702(a)(I).

10

54.

Pursuant to the SCA "a person or entity providing remote computing service to

11

the public shall not knowingly divulge to any person or entity the contents of any communication

12

which is carried or maintained on that service." 18 U.S.C § 2702(a)(2).

13

55.

. Pursuant to the SCA, "a provider of remote computing service or electronic

14

communication service to the public shall not knowingly divulge a record or other information

15

pertaining to a subscriber to or customer of such service (not including the contents of

16

communications covered by paragraph (I) or (2) to any governmental entity." 18 U.S.C §

17

2702(a)(3).

IB

56.

18 U.S.C. § 2703 articulates the steps that law enforcement officers and other

19

govemment entities must take to compel providers to disclose the content of stored wire or

20

electronic communications and other personal and private user information and data such as

21

account records and basic subs.criber and session information.

22

57.

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(a) "[a] governmental entity may requue the

23

disclosure by a provider of electronic communication service of the contents of a wire or

24

electronic communication, that is in electronic storage in an electronic communications system

25

for one hundred and eighty days or less, only pursuant to a warrant issued using the procedures

26

described in the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure (or, in the case of a State court, issued

27

using State warrant procedures) by a court of competent jurisdiction."

28
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1

58.

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(I)(A), "[a] governmental entity may require a

2

provider of remote computing service to disclose the contents of any wire or electronic

3

communication ... without required notice to the subscriber or customer, if the governmental

4

entity obtains a warrant issued using the procedures described in the Federal Rules of Criminal

5

Procedure (or, in the case of a State court, issued using State warrant procedures) by a court of

6

competent jurisdiction."

7

59.

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(I), "A governmental entity may require a

8

provider of electronic communication service or remote computing service to disclose a record

9

or other information pertaining to a subscriber to or customer of such service (not including the

10

contents of communications) only when the governmental entity-- (A) obtains a warrant issued

11

using the procedures described in the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure (or, in the case of a

12

State court, issued using State warrant procedures) by a court of competent jurisdiction; [or] (B)

13

obtains a cOUli order for such disclosure under [18 U.S.C. § 2703(d)] ... "

14

60.

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(2), "A provider of electronic conununication

15

service or remote computing service shall disclose to a governmental entity the-- (A) name; (B)

16

address; (C) local and long distance telephone connection records, or records of session times

17

and durations; (D) length of service (including start date) and types of service utilized; (E)

18

telephone or instrument number or other subscriber number or identity, including any

19

temporarily assigned network address; and (F) means and source of payment for such service

20

(including any credit card or bank account number), of a subscriber to or customer of such

21

service when the governmental entity uses an administrative subpoena authorized by a Federal or

22

State statute or a Federal or State grand jury or trial subpoena or any means available under [18

23

U.S.C. § 2703(c)(1)])."

24

61.

The "term 'court of competent jurisdiction' includes-- ... a court of general

25

criminal jurisdiction of a State authorized by the law of that State to issue search warrants ... " 18

26

U.S.C. § 2711(3)(B).

27
28

62.

State search warrants, however, signed by state magistrates or judges of other

state courts of limited jurisdiction are unenforceable and have no force and effect outside the
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1

limits of that state courts' territorial jurisdiction, and therefore those state search warrants are not

2

issued by a court of competent jurisdiction.

3

63'-

Yithoo!'s disclosure of a Yahoo! User's Personal Private Data in response to or in

4

lieu of a response to a foreign state search warrant issued by a state court magistrate or judge of

5

other state courts of limited jurisdiction is improper and violative of the SCA.

64.

6

By disclosing a Yahoo! User's Personal Private Data in response to a foreign state

7

search warrant issued by a state court magistrate or judge of other state courts of limited

8

jurisdiction that has no force and effect outside the limits of that state courts' territorial

9

jurisdiction, Yahoo! knowingly, willfully, unlawfully, intentionally and without authorization

10

divulged the contents of communications while those communications were maintained in

11

electronic storage in violation of 18 U.S.C. §2702(a)(I).

12
13

14
15

16
17

18
19
20

65.

Yahoo! stores Yahoo! Users' Personal Private Data on behalf of the Yahoo!

66.

Yahoo! is not authorized to disclose this Personal Private Data to law enforcement

Users.

or other government entities.
67.

Yahoo! carries and maintains its Yahoo! Users' Personal Private Data on behalf

of the Yahoo! Users.
68.

Yahoo! is not authorized to access this Personal Private Data for purposes other

than providing storage and computer processing.
69.

By engaging in the foregoing acts and omissions, Yahoo! knowingly, willfully,

21

unlawfully, intentionally and without authorization accessed and disclosed Personal Private Data

22

of Yahoo! Users in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2702(a).

23

70.

Yahoo! ' s knowing, willful, tmlawful, and intentional disclosure of the Personal

24

Private Data of Yahoo! Users was not made pursuant to any exceptions to the prohibitions

25

against disclosure as set fmih in 18 U.S.C. § 2702(b).

26

71.

Yahoo! also engaged in the foregoing acts and omissions without first being

27

served with a valid and enforceable warrant issued by a court of competent jurisdiction as

28

required by 18 U.S.C. § 2703(a), 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(I)(A) or 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c).
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1
2

3

72.

Yahoo! also engaged in the foregoing acts and omissions without first being

served with any other valid and enforceable legal process.
73.

None of the foregoing acts and omissions taken by Yahoo! were permissible

4

pursuant to any exceptions to the prohibition against disclosure as set forth in 18 U.S.C. §

5

2701(c).

6

74.

None of the foregoing acts and omissions taken by Yahoo! were permissible

7

pursuant to any exceptions to the prohibition against disclosure as set forth in 18 U.S.C. §

8

2702(b).

9

75.

None of the foregoing acts and omissions taken by Yahoo! were permissible

10

pursuant to any exceptions to the prohibition against disclosure as set forth in 18 U.S.C. §

11

2702(c).

12

76.

None of the foregoing acts and omiSSIOns taken by Yahoo! occurred in

13

accordance with the terms of a warrant issued by a court of competent jurisdiction under the

14

SCA as to preclude a cause of action against Yahoo! as set forth in 18 U.S .C. § 2703(e).

15

77.

None of the foregoing acts and omissions taken by Yahoo! was in accordance

16

with the tenns of any other legal process or anything else under the SCA as to preclude a cause

17

of action against Yahoo! as set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 2703(e).

18

78.

None of the foregoing acts and omissions taken by Yahoo! were based on a good

19

faith reliance on a court warrant so as to constitute a complete defense to this civil action as set

20

forth in 18 U.S.C. § 2707(e).

21

79.

None of the foregoing acts and omissions taken by Yahoo! were based on a good

22

faith reliance on legal process or anything else so as to constitute a complete defense to this civil

23

action as set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 2707(e).

24
25

80.

Each incident in which Yahoo! divulged and disclosed Personal Private Data of

Yahoo! Users is a separate and distinct violation of the SCA.

26

81.

27

intentional.

Yahoo!'s disclosures of its Yahoo! Users' Personal Private Data were willful and

28
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1

82.

Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and the Class, is entitled to appropriate relief,

2

including preliminary and other equitable or declaratory relief as this court may deem

3

appropriate pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2707(b)(1).

4

5
6

83.

Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and the Class, is entitled to a reasonable attorneys'

fees and other litigation costs reasonably incurred as provided by 18 U.S.C. § 2707(b)(3).

84.

Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and the Class, is entitled to recover monetary

7

damages including actual damages,

8

$1,000.00 per Class member as provided by 18 U.S.C.§ 2707(c).

9

10

85. .

Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and the Class, is entitled to recover punitive

damages as provided byJ8 U.S.C. § 2707(c).

11
12
13

14

and statutory damages in the amount of not less than

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and the Class, prays that the Court enter
jUdgment and grant the following relief to Plaintiff and the Class:

(a)

Certify this case as a class action on behalf of the Class defined above, appoint

15

Plaintiff as class representative, and appoint his cOlIDsel as class counsel pursuant to Rule 23 of

16

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure;

17

18

19

(b)

Declare that Yahoo!'s actions, as described herein, violate the SCA (18 U. S.C. §

2701 et seq.);
(c)

Award injunctive and other equitable relief as is necessary to protect the interests

20

of Plaintiff and the Class, including, inter alia, an order prohibiting Yahoo! from engaging in the

21

wrongful and unlawful acts described herein;

22

23
24

(d)

Award damages, including statutory damages where applicable, to Plaintiff and

the Class in an amount to be determined at trial;

(e)

Award all economic, monetary, actual, consequential, and compensatory damages

25

caused Yahoo!'s conduct, and if its conduct is proved willful, award Plaintiff and the Class

26

exemplary damages;

27
28

(f)

Award restitution against Yahoo! for all money to which Plaintiff and the Class

are entitled in equity;
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1
2

(h)

Award Plaintiff and the Class pre-judgment and post-judgment interest, to the

extent allowable; and

5
6

Award Plaintiff and the Class their reasonable litigation expenses and attorneys'

fees;

3
4

(g)

(i)

Award such other and further relief allowed by law as the Court deems just and

proper.

7
8

JURY DEMAND

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury.

9
10

DATED: October 4, 2012

Respectfully sub 'tted,

11
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BY:_--=:-:7"'~-:--:----c-:::---c::-~-

J rey' . Anderson (State Bar No. 157982)
Atto ey at Law
150 7th Street, Apt. 12G
¥Cramento, California 95814
/felephone: (916) 397-8418
E-Mail: janderson.law30@yahoo.com
Joshua A. Millican
LAW OFFICE OF JOSHUA A. MILLICAN, P.C.
The Grant Building, Suite 607
44 Broad Street, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
Telephone: (404) 522-1152
Facsimile: (404) 522-1133
joshua.millican@lawofficepc.com
Jeffrey M. Norton
NEWMAN FERRARA LLP
1250 Broadway, 27 th Floor
New York, NY 10001
Telephone: (212) 619-5400
Facsimile: (212) 619-3090
jnOlion@nfllp.com
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Counsel for Plaintiff and the Proposed Class
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Yahool Term s of Service
Yahoo! Info Center > Yahoo! TeWs Center> Ya hoo! Terms of ServIce

I~:~ool Terms of Service
1. ACCEPTANCE OF TERMS
Yahoollnc. ("Yahool") welcomes you. Yahool prcvides tha Vahool Services (defined below) to
you subject to the following Terms of Service (,'TOS"), which may be updated by us from time to
time without notice to you. YOLI can review the most current V8rj!on of the TOS at any time at:
hltp:!Iinfo.yahoo.comAegal/u s/yahoo/utos/utoH 73 hlml. By accessing and using Ihe Yahool

Services, you accept and agree to be bound by the terms and provision 01 the TOS. In addition,
when using particular Yahool owned or operated services, you and Yahool shall be subject ta
any pasted guidelines ar rules applicable ta such services. which may be posted and modified
from time to time, All such guidelines or rules (ineiuding but not limited to our Spam Po/!cy) are
hereby incorporated by re ference into the TOS. Yahool may also aHer other services that are
governed by different Teons of Service. For instance, different terms apply to members of AT&T
Yahool Dial or AT&T Yahoo! High Speed
2. DESCRIPTION OF YAHOO! SERVICES
Yahool provides users with access to a rich collection of resources, Including without IimilaHon
various communicatJons tools, forums. shopping services, search services, personalized content
and branded programming through its network of properties which may be accessed through any
various medium or device now known or hereafte' developed (the "Yahoo! Services"). You also
understand and agree that the Yahoo! Serv;ces may include advertisements and that these
advertisements are necessary for Yahoo I to provide the Yahoo) Services. You also understand
and agree that the Yahool Services may include certain communications from Yahoo!. such as
service announcements. administrative messages and the Yahool Newsletter, and that these
communications are considered part of Yahool membership and you win not be able to opt out of
recelv)ng them. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, any new features that augment or enhance
the current Yahoo I Servkes, Including the release of new Yahool properties, shall be subject to
the TOS. You understand and agree that the Yahool Services Is provided "AS-IS" and that
Yahoo I assumes no respons ibil ity for the timeliness, deletion. mis-delivery or failure to store any
user communicatio ns or personalization settings, Yo u are responsible tor obtaining access to the
Yahool Services, and that access may involve third-party fees (such as Intemet service provider
or airtime charges). You are responsible for those fees, including Ihose fees associated with the
display or delivery of advertisements. In addJlion, you must provide end afe responsible for all
equipment necessary to access the Yahool Services . .
You understand that the technical processing and transmission of the Yahool Services, including
your Content, may involve (a) transmissions over various networks; and (b) changes to conform
and adapt to technical reqtlirements of connecting networks or devices.

,
!I

Please be aware that Yahool has created certain areas on the Yahoo! Services that contain
adult or mature content. You must be at least 18 }'ears of age to access and view such areas.

J

!.
!

.

3. YOUR REG ISTRATION OBLIGATIONS
In consideration of your use of the Yahoo I Services, you represant that you are of legO\) age to
form a binding contract and are not a person barred from receiving the Yahool Services under
the laws of the United States or other applicable jurisdiction. You also agree to: (a) provide true,
accurate. current and complete Information about yourself as prompted by the Yahoo! Service's
registration form (the "Registration Data") and (b) maintain and promptly llpdate the RegistraUon
Data to keep It true, accurate, current and complete. If you provide any information that is untrue ,
inaccurate, not current or incomplete. or Yahool has reasonable grounds to suspect that such
information is untrue, Inaccurate, not current or Incomplete, Yahool has the right to suspend or
terminate your account and refuse any and all current or fu ture use of the Yahoo! Serv;ces (or
any portion thereof). YC\hoo! is concerned about the safety and privacy of all its users ,
particularly children, For this reason, parents of Children under the age of 13 who wish to allow
their children access to the Yahool Services must create a Yahool Family Account. When you
create a Yahool Family Account and add your. chikl to the account. you cer1ify that you are at
least 18 years old and that you are the legal guardIan of the child/children listed on the Yahoo!
Family Account. By adding a child to your Yahool Family Account, you also give your child
permission to access many areas of the Yahool Services, including. email, massage boards and
Instant mes saging (among others). Please remember that the Yahool Services is designed to
appeal 10 a broad audience. Accordingly, as the legal guardIan. it Is your respQ(lsib1fi1y to
determine whether any of the Yahoo! Services areas andlor Content (as defined in Sectlon 6
below) are appropriate for your child.

I

4.

YAHOOI PRIVACY POLICY
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Registration Data and certain other information aboll! you are subject to ollr applicable privacy
policy. For more Information, see the full Yahool Privacy Policy at
http'/linfa yahoo com/prlvacy/us/yahoo/, or if you came from Yahoo! Kids, then see our Yahoo!
Kids Privacy Policy at htlp;/finfo,yahoo,com/privacy{us!Yahoo/kids. You understand that through
your lise of the Yahoo! Services YOLI consent to the collection and use (as set forth In the
applicable privacy policy) of this information, including the transfer of this information to the
United States and/or other countries for storage, processing and use by Yahool and its affiliates.
5. MEMBER ACCOUNT, PASSWORD AND SECURITY
You will receive a password and account designalion upon completing the Yahoo) Sorvlce's
registration process, You are responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of the password and
account and are fully responsible for an activities that occur under your password or account.
You agree to (a) immediately notify Yahoo I of any unauthorized use of your password or account
or any other breach bf security, and (b) ensure that you exit from your account altha end of each
session. Yahool cannot and will no! be liable for any loss or damage arising from your failure to
comply with this Section 5.
6. MEMBER CONDUCT
You understand that all information. data, text. software, music, sound, photographs, graphics,
video. messages, tags, or other materials ("Content"), whether publicly posted or privately
transmitted, are the sole responsibility ofthe person from whom such Content originated. This
means that you: and not Yahoo!, are entirely responsible for all Content thai you upload, post,
email, transmit or otherwise make availabJe via the Yahool Services. Yahool does not control the
Content posted via the Yahoo! SelVices and, as SUch, does not guarantee the accuracy, integrity
or quality of such Content. You understand that by using the Yahoo I SelVices, you may be
exposed toContent that is offensive: indecent or objectionable. Under no circumstances wWI
Yahoo] be liable in any way for any Content, including, but not limited to. any errors or omissions
in any Content, or any loss or damage of any kind incurred as a result of the use of any Content
posted. email5d, transmitt5d or otherwise made available via the Yahoo! Service's.
You agree to not use the Yahoo I Services to:
a.

upload, post, email, transmit or otherwise make available any Content that is unlawful.
harmful, threatening, abusive, harassing, tortious, defamatory, vulgar, obscene, libelous,
invasive of another's privacy, hateful, or racially, ethnically or otherwise objectionable;

b.

harm minors in any way;

c.

Impersonate any person or entity, including, but not I1mited to, a Yahoo I officIal, forum
leader, guide or host, or falsely state or otherwise misrepresent your affiliation with a
person or entity;

d. forge headers or otherwise manipulate identifiers In order to disguise the origin of any
Content transmitted through the Yahoo! Se'Ylce;
e.

upload, post, email. transmit or otherwise make available any Content that you do not
have a right to make available under any law or under contractual or fiduciary
relationships (such as inside information, proprletary and confidential information learned
or disclosed as par! of employment relationships or under nondisclosure agreements);

f.

upload. post, email, transmit or otherwise make available any Content that infringes any
patent, trademark, trade secret, copyright or other proprietary rights ("Rights") of any
party;

g.

upload, post, email, transmit or otherwise make available any unsolicited or unauthorized
advertising, promotional materials, "junk mail," "spam," "chain letters," "pyramid schemes."
or any other form of solicitation, except in Irose areas (such as shopping) that are
designated for such purpose (please read our complete Spam Policy);

h.

upload, post, email, transmit or otherwise rrake available any matarial that contains
software viruses or any other computer code, files or programs designed to interrllpt,
destroy or limit the functionality of any computer software or hardware or
telecommunications equipment;
disrupt the normal flow of dialogue. cause a screen to "scroll" faster than other users of
the Yahoo! Services are able to type, or otherwise act in a manner that negatively affects
other users' ability to engage in real time exchanges;

j.

Interfere with or disrupt the Yahoo! Services or selVers Of networks connected \0 the
Yahoo! SelVices, or disobey any requirements, procedures, policies or regulations of
networks connected to the Yahoo I Services. including using any device, software or
routine to bypass our robot exclusion headers;

k.

intentionally or unintentionally violate any applicable local, state, national or international
law, including, but not limited to, regulations promulgated by the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission, any rules of any national or other securities exchange, including,
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without limitation, !tie New YorK Stock. Exchange, the American Stock Exchange or the
NASDAQ, and any regulations having lhe force of law;
provid e material support or resources (or to conceal or disguise the nature, location,
so urce, or ownership of material support or resources) to any organ ization(s) des ignated
by the United States government as a foreign terrorist organization pursl.lant to section
219 cfthe Immigration and Natlonality Act;
m.

~5ta lk"

or otherwise harass another; andtor

n. ool1act or store personal data about other users In connection WIth the prohibited conduct
and activities set forth in paragraphs a through m. above.
You acknowledge that Yahoo! mayor may not pre-screen Content, but that Ya hoo! and its
designees shall have the right (but not the obliga tion) In their sole discratlon to pre-screen ,
refuse, or remove any Content that Is available vIe the Yahoo l ServIces. Without limiting the
foregoing, Yahool and its designees shall have the right to remove any Conhmt that violates the
TOS or is otherw ise objectionable. You agree tha: you must evaluate, and bear all ri sks
associated with. the use of any Content. Including any reliance on the accuracy. completeness,
or usefulness of such Contenl. In this regard, you acknowledge that you may not rely on any
Contant created by Yahoo! or submitted to Yahoo!, including without limitation information in
Yahool Message Boards and in all other parts of !he Yahool Service s,
You acknowledge, consent and agree that Yahoo! may access, preserve and disclose you r
account information and Contant if required to do so by law or in a good faith belief that such
access preservation or disclosure is reas onably necessa ry to: (i) comply with legel process; (ii)
enforce the
(III) respond to claims that any Content violates the rights of third parties; (iv)
respon d to your req uests for custonl er service; or (v) protect the rights, property or persona!
safely of Yahool, its users and the pu blic,

ros;

You understend that the Yahool Services and 80Hware embodied within the Yahool SaNiees
may include security componants the! permit digih l materials to be pro tected, and that use of
these materials 15 subject to usage rules set by Yahool andfor content providers who provide
content to the Yahool Services, You may not attempt to override or clrcumvent any of the usage
rules embedded into the Yahoo! Services, Any unauthorized reproduction, publication, furth er
distribution or public exhibition of the materials provided on the Yahoo! Services, In whole or in
part, is strictly prohibited,

7. INTER STATE NATUR E OF COMMU NICATIONS ON YAHOO ! NETWORK
\i"v\len you register with Yahool, you acknowledge that in using the Yahool Services to send
electronic communications (including but not limited to email. search queries, sending messages
to Yahoo! Chat or Yahool Groups, uploading photos and files to Flickr, and other tntemet
activities), you will be causIng commu nic~ tion s to be sent through Yahool's computer networks,
portions of which are located in California, Texas, Virylnia, and other locations In th e United
States and portions of which are located abroad. As a resuj~ and also as a rasu!i of Yahoo!'s
network architectura and business practices an d the nature of electronic communications, even
communications that seem to be intrastate In nature can result in the transmission of Interstate
communications regardless of where you are physlcafly located at the time of transmIssion.
Acco rdingly, by aQraelng to this TOS , you acknowledge that use of the service [eslJils in
interstate data transmissions,

8. SPECIAL ADMONITIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL USE AND EXPORT AND IMPORT
COMPLIANCE
Recognizing the global nature of the Internet, you agree to comply with all (ocal rules regarding
online conduct and acceptable Content. Use of the Yahoo! Services and transfer, posting and
uploading of software, technology, and other technical da la via the Yah ool Services may be
subject to th e export and' Import laws of the Un ltec States and other countries. You ag ree to
comply with all applicable export and import laws and reg ulati9ns. In particular, you: (a)
represent that you are not a party identifi ed on any government export exclU Sion list, including
but not limited to the U.S, Denied Persons, Entity. and Specially DeSig nated Nationals Usts, nor
will you trans fer soft;vare, technology, and other technical data vIa the Yahool Services to parties
identified on such lists; (b) agree not to use the Yahool Services lor military, nuclear, missile.
chemical ar biological weaponry end uses In violation of U,S. export laws; (c) agree not to
transfer, upload. or post via the Yahoo! Services any software, technology: or other technical data
in violation of U.S. or other applicable export or Import laws.
9. CON TENT SUBM ITTED OR MADE AVA ILAB LE FOR INCLU SION ON THE YAHOO!
SERVICES

Yahoo ! does not claim ownersh ip of Content you submit or make available for Ind uslon on the
Yahoo! Services. However, with respect to Canter.! you submit or make available for Inclusion on
publicly accessible areas of the Yahoo ! Services, you grant Yahoo! the following woridwide,
royalty..free end nOlHlxclusive license(s), as applicable:
a, With re spect to Content you sllbmit or make available for induslan on publicly accessible
areas of Yahoo1 Groups, the license to use, distribute, reproduce, modify, adapt, publicly
perform and publicly d!splay such Content on the Yahoo! Services solely for the purposes
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of providing and promoting the specific Yahoo! Group to which such Content was
submitted or made avanable. This license exIsts onl'y for as long as you elecl to continue
to include such Content on the Yahool Services and wl!l larminate at the time you remove
or Yahoo l remoyas such Conlenl from the Yahoo! Services.
b, \I\J1th respect 10 photos, graphics, audio or video you submit or make ava~ able for
inclusion on publicly accessible areas of tha Yahoo! ServIces other than Yahoo! Groups,
the license 10 use, distribute, reproduce, modify, adapt, publicly perform and publicty
display such Content on the Ya hoo I Services solely tor the purpose for which such
Content was submitted Of made available. This license exists only for as long as you elect
to continue to include such Content on the Yahool Services e.nd will terminate at the time
you r6move or Yahool removes slich Content from the Yahoo I Services.
c, With respect to Content other ,than photos, graphics, audio or video you submit or make
available for inclusion on publicly accessible areas of the Yahoo! Services other than
Yahoo! Groups, the perpetlla!, Irrevocabl~ and fully subllcensable license to use,
distribute, reproduce, modify, adapt, publish, translate, publicly perform end publicly
display such Content (In whole or in part) and to Incorporate such Content into other
works in any format or medium now known or laler developed,
"Publicly accessible" areas of the Yahool Services are those areas of the Yahoo I network of
properties that are intended by Yahoo! to be available to Ihe general public. By way of example,
publicly accessible areas of the Yahool Services would indude Yahool MessBge Soards ami
portions of Yahool Groups and Rickr that are ope, to both members and visitors. However,
publicly accessible areas of the Yahoo! Services would not Include portions of Yahool Groups
that ara limited to members, Yahoo! services intended lor private communication such as Yahool
Mail or YahOol Messenger, or areas off of the Yarool netw"ork 01 properties such as portions of
Worl d V\lide Web sites that are accessible via hypertext or other links but are not hosted or
served by Yahoo!.
10. CONTRIBUTIONS TO YAHOO]

By !ubmlttlng ideas, suggestions, documents, andlor proposals ("Contributions") to Yahoo I
through its suggestion or feedback web pages, you acknowledge and agree that: (a) your
Contributions do not contain confidential or proprietary Information; (b) Yahoo I is not under any
obligation of confidentiality. express or implied, wi:h respect to the Contributions; (c) Yahoo I shall
be entitled to use or disclose (or choose not to use or disclose) such Contributions for any
purpose, In any way, in any media worldwide; (d) 'yahoo! may have something similar to the
Contributions already under consideration or in development: (e) your Contributions
automatically become the property of Yal100l without Bny obligation of Yahoo I to you; and (f) you
are not entitled to a.ny compensation or reimbursement of any kind from Yahoo I under any
circumstances.

11. IN DEM NITY
You agree to indemnify and hold Yahoo! and its subsidiarie s, affiliates, officef3, agents,
employees, partners and licensors hannless from any claim or demand, induding reasonable
attorneys' fees, made by any third party due to or 3rlsing oul of COntent you submit, post,
transmit. modify or otherwise make available through the Yahoo! Services, your use of the
Yahool Servlces. your connection to the Yahool Services. your violation of the TOS. or your
violation of any rights of another.
12. NO COMMERCIAL REUSE OF YAHOOI SERVICES
You agree not to reproduce, duplicate, copy, sell. erade, resel) or exploit for any commercial
purposes, any portion or use of, or access to, Ihe Yahoo I Services (Including Content,
advertisements, Software and your Yahoo! (0).
13. GENERAL PRACTICES REGARDING USE AND STOR;:'GE
You acknowledge that Yahoo! may establish general practices and limits concerning use onhe
Yahoo I Services, including without limitation the maximum number of days that email messages,
message board postings or other uploaded Content will be retained by the Yahoo I Services, the
maximum number of email messages that may be sent from or recelvad by an account on the
Yohool Services, the maximum size of any email message that may be sent from or received by
an account on the Yahoo! Services, the maximum disk space Ihal wlU be allotted on Yahoo !'s
servers on your behalf, and the maximum number of times (and the maximum duration for Which)
you may access the Yahoo! Services in a given period of time. You agree that Yahool has no
re sponsibility or liability for the deletion Of failure to store any messages and other
communications Of olh ~r Content rnaintaimld or transmitted by the Yahoo] SSlVlces. You
acknowledge that Yahoo] reserves the right to log off accounts \hat are inactive for an extended
period of time. You further acknowledge that Yahool reserves the right to modify these general
practices and limits from Ume 10 time.
Yahool Messenger, induding any web-base<! versions, will nllow you and the people with whom
you communicate to save your conversations in your Yahool accounts localed on Yahoo I
serve rs. This means YOll can access and search your message history from any compllter with
access to the internet. lM"iether or not you use this feature, other users may choose to use it to
save conversations with you in their account on Yahoo I too. Your agreement to this TOS
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constitutes your consent to allcrw Yahoo] to store these communications on Us servers.
14. MODIFICATIONS TO YAHOO! SERVICES
Yahool reserve s the right at any time and fro m time to I1me to modify or discontlnue, lemporarRy

or permanen Uy, the Yahoo! Services (or any part Ihereof) with or without notice. You agree that
Yahoot shall not be liable to you or to any third party for any modification, suspension or
discontinu ance of the Yahoo! Service s (or any part th ereof) .
15. TERM INATION

You may terminate your Yahoo! account, any associated email address and access to the
Yahoo I Services by submitting such termination req uest to Yahoo!.
You agree that Yahoo! may, without prior notice, immediately terminate, li mit your access to or
suspend your Yahoo l account, any associated email address, an d access to the Yahoo I
Services. Cause for such termination, limitation of access or suspension shali inelude, but not be
limited to. (a) breaches or violations of the ros or other incorporated agreements or guidelines,
(b)requests by law enforcement or othe r government a~enc les, (c) discontinuance or material
mod ification to the Ya hoo! Services (or any part the reat), (d) unexpected tech l')ical or secu rity
Issues or problems, (e) exte nded periods of inactivity, (f) engagement by you In fraudulent or
illegal activities, and/or (g) nonpayment of any fee s owed by you in connection with the Yahoo!
Services. Further, you agree that allterminaiions, Iimilations of access and suspensions lor
cause shall be made in Yahool', sole discretion and that Yahoo! shall not be liable to you or any
third party for any termination of your account. any associated email address. or access to the
Yahoo! Services.
Termination of your Yahoo! account includes any or all of the following: (a) removal of access to
aU or part of the offerings within the Yahool Services, (b) deletion of your passwortl and all
related information, files and conten t assoclated with or Inside your account (or any part th eroof).
and (e) barring of further use of all or part of the Yahoo! Services.
, 5.

DEALINGS IMT H ADVERTISERS

You r correspondence or business dealings With, or participation In promotions of, adVertisers
found on or through the Yahool Services, including p<.\Yl11 ent and delivery of related goods or
service" and any othertenns, conditions, warran1es or representations associated with such
dealin gs. are solely between you,and such advertiser. You agree that Yahool shall not be
responsible or liable for any loss or damage of any sort Incurred as the result of any such
dealin gs or as the res ult of the presence of such advertisers on the Yahool Services .
17. LINKS

The Yahool Services may provide, or third parties 'may provide, links to other World VVide Web
sites or resources. You acknowledge and agree that Yahool is not responsible for Ihe availability
of such external sites or resources. and does not endorse and is nOI responsible or liabla for any
Content, advertising, products or other materials cn or available trom such slles or resources.
You fur1her acknowledge and agree that Y~hool shall not be responsible or liable, directly or
indirectly, for any damage or loss caused or alleged to ba caused by or In connection with use of
or reliance on any such Content, goods or services available on or through any such site or
resourCe.
16.

YAHOOI'S PROPR IETARY RIGHTS

You acknowledge and agree that the Yal,ool Services and any necessary software used in
connection with the Yahoo I Services ("Software") ::ontain proprietary and confi dential information
that is protected by applicable intellectual property an d other laws. Yo u further acknowledge and
agree that Conte nt contained in advertisements or information presented to you through the
Yahoo I Services or by advertisers is protected by copyrights, trademarks , service marks , patents
or other proprietary rights and laws. Except as exp ressly permitted by applicable law or as
aut horiz ~d by Yahool or the applicable licensor (such as en advertiser), you agree not to modify,
rent, lease. loan , sell, distribute, transmit, broadcast. publicly perform or create derivative works
basad on the Yahoo! Services. such Content or lhe Softwa re. in whole or In part.
Yahool grants you a personal, non-transferable and non-exclusive right and license to use the
object code of its Software on a Single computer, provided that you do not (and do not allow any
third party to) copy. modify, create a derivative work from, reverse engineer, reverse assemble or
othelWlse attempt to discover any source code , sdl, assign, sublicense. grant a security interest
in or otherwi~e transfer any right in the Software. You agree not to modify the Software in any
manner or fonn, nor to use modified versions of the Software, Including (wifhoul limitation) for the
purpose of obtaining unauthorized access to the Yahool Services. You agree not to access Ihe
Yahool Services by any means other than througl, the interface that is provided by Yahoo! for
use in accessing the Yahoo! Services.
.
19.

DISC LAIMER OF WARRANnES

YOU EXPR ESS LY UND ERSTAND AND AGR EE THAT:
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a. YOUR USE OF THE YAHOo r SERvrCESANO SOFTWARE AR E AT YOUR SOLE RISK.
THE VAHOOI SERVICES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" AND "AS

AVAILAB LE" BASIS. YAHOO AND ITS SL.. BSIDIARIES. AFFILIATES, OFFICERS .
EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, PARTNERS AND LICENSORS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL

WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND. WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDIN G, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTI ES OF TITLE. MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICUlAR PURPOSE AND NON·INFR INGEM ENT,
b.

YAHOO! AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES, A FFILIATES, OF FICERS , EMPLOYEES , AGENTS ,
PARTNE RS AND LICENSORS MAKE NO WARRANTY THAT (I) THE YAHOOI

SERVICES OR SOFTWARE Vv'lLL MEET YOUR REOUIREMENTS: (ii) THE YAHOOI
SERVICES OR SOFTWARE V\I1LL BE UNINTERRUPTED, TIMELY, SECURE OR
, ERROR-FREE; (iii) THE RESULTS THAT MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE USE OF THE
YAHOOI SERVICES OR SOFTWARE\MLL BE ACCURATE OR. RELIABLE; (Iv) THE
QUALITY OF ANY PRODUCTS, SERVICES, INFORMATION OR OTHER MATERIAL
PURCHASED OR OBTAINED BY YOU THROUGH THE YAHOOI SERVICES OR
SOFTWARE VViLL MEET YOUR EXPECTATION S; AND (v) ANY ERRORS IN THE
SOFTWARE VIJILL BE CORRECTED,

C, ANY MATERIAL DOWN LOADED OR OTHERVVlSE OBTAINED THROUG H THE US E
OF THE YAHOOI SERVICES OR SOFTWARE IS ACCESSED AT YOUR OWN
DISCRETION AND RISK, AND YOU VVlLL BE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR AND
HEREBY WAIVE ANY AND ALL GtAlMS AND CAUSES OF ACTION 'vVITH RESPECT
TO ANY DAMAGE TO YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM, INTERNET ACCESS, DOWNLOAD
OR DISPLAY DEVICE, OR LOSS OF DATA THAT RESULTS FROM THE DOWNLOAD
OF ANY SUCH MATERIAL.

d, NO ADVICE OR INFORMATION , Vv1-i ETHER ORAL OR VVRITTE N, OBTAINED BY YOU
FROM YAHOO! OR THROUGH OR FROM THE YAHOOI SERVICES OR SOFTWAR E
SHALL CREATE ANY WARRANTY NOT EXPRE'SS LY STATED IN THE TOS,

e. A SMALL PERCENTAGE OF USERS MAY EXPERIENCE EPILEPTIC SEIZURES \<\!HEN
EXPOSED TO CERTAIN LIGHT PATTERNS OR BACKGROUN DS ON A COMPUTER
SCREE N OR IfVHILE USING THE YAHOOI SERVICE. CERTAIN CONDITIONS MAY
INDUCE PREVIOUSLY UNDETECTED EPILEPTI C SYMPTOM S EVEN IN USERS \fv'HO
HAV E NO HISTORY OF PRIOR SEIZURES OR EPILEPSY, IF YOU, OR ANYONE IN
YOUR FAM ILY, HAVE AN EPILEPTIC CONDITION, CO NSULT YOUR PHYS ICIAN
PR IOR TO USING THE YAHOO! SERVICE, IMM EDIATELY DISCO NTINUE USE OF
THE YAHOOI SERVICES AND CONSULT YOUR PHYSICIAN IF YOU EXPERIENCE
ANY OF THE FOLLOIIv'ING SYMPTOMS \jVHI LE USING THE YAHOOI SERVICE:
DIZZINESS, ALTERED VISION, EYE OR MUSClE TVvlTCHES, LOSS OF
AWAR ENESS , DISO RI ENTATION , ANY INVOLUN TARY MOVEMENT, OR
CONVULSIONS.
20.

LI MITATION OF LIABILITY
YOU EXPRESSLY UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT YAHOOI AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES,
AFFILIATES, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, PARTNE RS AND LICENSORS SHAlL NOT
BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR ANY PU NIllVE, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
CONSeQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLAKY OAMAGJ:S, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS, GOODIMLL, USE , DATA OR OTHER INTANGIBLE
LOSSES (EVEN IF YAHOOI HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAG ES), RESULTING FROM: (a) THE USE OR THE INABILITY TO USE THE YAHOOt
SERVICE; (b) THE COST OF PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS AND SERVICES ; (c)
UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO OR ALTERATiON OF YOUR TRAN SM ISS IONS OR DATA; (d)
STATEMENTS OR CONDUCT OF ANY THIRD PARTY ON THE YAHOOI SERVICE; OR (e)
ANY OTHER MATTER RELATING TO THE YAHOOI SERVICE,

21. EXCLUS IONS AND LIMITATIONS

SOME JURI SD ICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN WARRANTIES OR
THE LI MITATION OR EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUE NTIAL
DAMAGES. ACCORDINGLY, SOME OFTHE AB:>VE LIMITATIONS OF SECTIONS 19 AND 20
MAY NOT APP LY TO YOU.

22. SPECIAL ADMONITiON FOR YAHOO! SERVICES RELATING TO FINANCIAL MATTERS
If you intend to cre ate o( join any service, (eceive or request any news, messages, alerts or olher
infonnation from the Yahool Services concerning companle" stock quotes, investments Of
securities, please read the above Sections 19 and 20 again. They go doubly for you. In addition.
for this type of information particularly, the phrase "let the inves tor beware- is apt. The Yahool
Services is pro vided for informational purposes only, and no Content Included in the Yahool
Services Is intended fo r trading or investing purposes. Yahool and its licensors shall not be
responsible or liable fo r the accuracy, usefulness or availability or any information transmitted or
made available via the Ya hoo] Services . and shall not be respo nsible or lIabte for any tradi ng or
Inves tment decisions based on such information.

23. NO THIRD·PARTY BENEFICIARIES

http://info,yahoo.com/legallus/yahoo/utos/utos-173.htm1
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You agree that, except as otherwise expressly provided In this ros, there shall be no third-party
beneficiaries to this agreemenl

24. NOTICE

Yahool may provide you with notices, including those regarding changes to the ros, Including
by but not limited to email, regular m~il. 5MS, MMS, teJd message, poslings on the Yahoo!
ServIces, or other reasonable means now k.nown or hereafter developed. Such notices may not
be received if you violate this ros by accessing the Yahool Services in an unauthorized manner.
You r agreement to this ros consuMes your agreement that you are deemed to have received
any and all nOllces that would have been delivered had you accessed the Yahoo! ::;etvices in al1
authorized manner.
25. TRADEMARK INFORMATION
YOl! agree that all of Yahool's trademarks, trade names, service marks and other Yahoollogos
and bra nd features, and product and service names are trademarks and the property of Yahoo I
Inc. (the ·Yahool MMks"). V\lfthout Yahool's prior permission, you 8Qree not to display or use in
any manner the Yahoo! Marks.
26.

NOTICE AND PROCEDUR E FOR MAKING CLAIMS OF COPYR IGHT OR INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY INFRINGEMENT
Yahool respects the intellectual property of others, and we ask our users to do the same. Yahoo1
may, In appropriate circumstances and at its dlsaetion, disable andlor terminate the accounts of
users who may be repeat infrfngers. If you believe that your war!< has been copied in a way thaI
constltules copyright infringement, or your intellectual property rights have been otherwise
violated, please provide Yahool's Copyright Agen t the fonowing information:
Il.

an electronic or physlC:l1 signature of the person authorized to act on behalf of the owner
of the copyright or other intellectual property interest;

b. a descripUon of the copyrighted work or other intellectual property that you claim has been
InfrinQed;
c.

a description of where the material that you claim Is Infringing is located on the site;

d.

your address, telephone number, and emsl address;

e. a statement by you that you have a good faith belief that the disputed use is not
authorized by the copyright owner, its agert, or the law;
f. a statement by you, made under penalty of perjury , that the above Information In your
notice Is accurate and that you are the COP-fright or intellectual property owner or
authorized to act on the copyright or intellectual property owner's behalf-

Yahoo!'s Agent for Notice of claims of copyright or other intellectual property Infringement can be
reached as follows:
By mall:
Copyright Agent
C/o Yehoollnc.
701 First Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
By phone: (408) 349·5080
By fax: (408) 349·7821
By email: copyright@yahoo-inc.com
27.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Entire Agreement. The TOS constitutes the entire agreement between you and Yahoo I and
governs your use of the Yahoo l Services, superseding any prior version of this TOS between you
and Ya hool with respect to the Yahoo ! Services. You also may be subject to additional terms and
conditions that may apply when you use or purchase certain other Yahoo ! services, affiliate
services , third-party content or third-party softwa re.
Choice of Law and Forum . You and Yahoo! each agree that the TOS and the rela tionship
Mtween the P<lrtlft9 ShAll be governed by the laws of the State of California without regard to its
conflict of law provisions and that any and all aains, causes of action or disputes (regardless of
theory) arising out of or relaling to the TOS, or the relationship between you and Yahool. shall be
brought exclusively in the courts located in the county of Santa Clara, California or the U.S.
District Court for the Northern District of California. You and Yahool agree to submit to the
personal jurisdiction of the courts located within the county of Santa Clara. Califomia or the
Northern Olstrict of California, and agree to waive any and all objections to the exercisa of
junsdictlon over the parties by such courts and to venue in such courts.
Waiver and Severability of Terms. The failure of Yahool to exerCise or enforce any right or

http://info,yahoo,com/!egal/us/yahoo/utos/utos-173 .htm!
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provision of the TOS shall not constitute a waiver of .such right or provision. If any provision of the
TOS Is found by a court of competent jurisdiclion \0 be invalid, the parties nevertheless agree
that the court should endeavor to give effect 10 thE parties' intentions as reflected in the
provision, and the other provisio ns of the TOS remain in full force and effect.
No Right or Survivorship and Non-Transfarabi"ty. You agree that your Yahool account is nontransferable and any rights to your Yahoo! 10 or contents within your account terminate upon

your death. Upon receipt of a copy af a death certificate, your account may be terminated and all
contents therein permanently deleted.
Slat(lte of Um/tat/ons. You agree that regardless cf any statl.lte or law to the contrary, any claim
or cause of action arising out of or related to use cf the Yahoo! Sorvlces or the
must be fjled

ros

Within one (1) year after such claim or cause of action arose or be forever barred.

I

Tho section titles in the TOS are for convenience only and have no log al or contractual effect,

I 28. :::,L,:T::::

any viola.ions of

the TOS '0 our C,,'omer C,re group.

I last updated November 24, 2008

~----------------~~~~~~o.ili:~=---'------~
CClpyll\lhl Cl :<012 Yahoo l Inc. A. RlO h" RaSNYe<f.
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New User? Register

Sign In

Help

~
Home

Topics

Products

Privacy Tools

WHAT THIS PRIVACY POLICY COVERS

INFORMATION COLLECTION AND USE

Yahoo! takes YOllr privacy seriously, Please read
the following to learn more about our prIvacy

INFORMATION SHARING AND

policy,

COOKIES
CONFIDENTIALITY AND SECURITY
QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS:

rhe federal govemment and technology industry have devaloped
prscticallips to help ~Oll guard I:lgainst Internet fraud, secure your
COlTlp~lt"'r

and protect ymlr pe(30nel inlorrl1..,\ion

How Yahoo! Uses Your Personal Information
This policy covers how Yahooi treats personal information 1l1al Yahoo!
collacts and receives, Including illfoflnation related to your past lise of
Yahoo! products am! services. PE1rS0I1111 information is information about
you that is personall,{ identifiable like your name. address, email address,
Of phone number. and that is no! otherwise ptlblldy availabl1:l.

This privacy policy only applJes to Yahoof
This p~icy does not apply to the practices or compllrlies that YahoO! docs
not own or control, ox to people li1a! Yahoo! does not employ ornwnage.
In s(1dition, some companies that Yahool has OIcqllired have tilelr OWI1,
preexisting privacy ~olicies whidl may be view(3d on our acquired
companies parle.

Yahoo!

11

Search

'I S"rol>'l',.

..

W:1A T THIS PRIVACY POLICY COVERS

DISCLOSURE

Mai! i MyYI i

Make Y{ My Homepage

]

Help

Highlights
Manage Interest-Based Ads
To help make your experier\C6s with
Yahool more relevant, we employ interest
-based ads, Manage your Interest-based
categories, or opt-out of aU categories,
from the Yahool Ad Interest Manager.

R"ELEVANT ADVERTISING

By bringing content and advertising to you
that is relevant and tailored to your
interests, Yahoo! provides a more
compelling online experience. Our
customized "smart~ services save you
time and cut through the clutter. Learn
More abgut relevant advertising.

Yahool's participation In the Safe Harbor program
Yahoo l participates i l the Safe HarbO( program developed by the U.S.
Department ofColllmerce and (hEl European Union, To view Olli"
certiMcation, visit the U.S, Department of Commerce's Safe HarborWeb
site. For more information about Yahoo!'s participation in the Safa Harbor
program, please viSit aliI' Safe Harbor details page.

Retum to top

INFORMATION COLLECTION AND USE
General

POLICY BLOG

Yahool Brings New Interest Tool to the
Media Mix
Yahoo) Leads Charge On 'Do Not Track'
Proposal
Yahoo! Launches Global Support for Do
Not Track
Read more in the YI Policy Blog!

YahOO! collects person,,1 information When yoll rogister 'Mth Yahoo!, When
yOll usa Yahoo! products or 5arvic,es, when you visi t Yahoo! pages or the

pages of c<3liain Yaroo! partners, and wnan yOll (3nter promo\iO!"1s or
sweepstakes, Yahoo! may combine inforlTlatioll about YOIl that we have
Witll information we obtain from business partners or other companies.
When YO',I register we ask for in/ormation sucl1 as your name, email
address, birH1 data. gElnder; ZIP coda, occupation, industry. and persol1al
intewsts. For some ~l1(lI1ci(11 products and services we might also ask for
your addrsss, Soclal Security number, and Information abotlt your assets.
When you register wlh Yilhoo! <lnd sign in to our services, you are not
anonymous to us.
Yalleo! collects infcrrnation about your transactIOns with U~ and with
some of our business partners, ·induding inforlTIatlon about your use of
fillendfll prOOlJcts and sarvicas that we offer,
Yahoo 1 automatically rGceivos ::lnd records infornwtion frolll your
computer ami browser, including your IP address, Yall00! ~

iliformation, software and hardware attributes. ilIid thl;! page you requ£!st.
Yall00! uses illfonTIation for tile following general purposas: to customize
the advertising and content you s(~e. ftlinll your requests for produCts and

http://info, yah 00 ,co m/pri vacy /lIs/yahoo/
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services, impro ve Oll f seNices, contact you, conduct resllcrc/1, lInd
provioa anonymous repoding for intllrnol Rnd e~je rnal clients.

Children
lMlen a child ut'tda r age 13 atte mpts to rp.gisioc with Yflhool, we ilsk !llil
dlild to h<lve u parent or guardal1 create e. Yehoo! F1imily Account to
obtain parental perm ission.

Yahoo! does not cont act children umlar age t 3 about
markeUng purposes wilhoUl a parent' s penn/ssion.

~pGd a l

oNer5 or for

Yahoo! doas nol1.\61o: a chad under agll 13 for more pon;oMl lnfomt8tiOfl,
as II coodltion Of participation, thin i5 reasonably necessary to particip ilte

in a g!ven activi ty or profl1Olion,
Return to lop

INFORMATI ON SHARIN G AND DISCLOS URE
Yal1oo! dDGS 1'101 r9r(, sell, or snare p9fsonal lnfo rm atiOfl abOut you wi th
ctMr people or non·affillated campanles e)(cept 10 provicle products Of
services you've r(lq~es ted, wilen wo hAve your pennission, or under the
foll owing circurn 9 t a nce ~
We provlde the inionnation to \l1,Iste<1 panners who WOI'k on
behslf or orwilh Yahool under confidentiality agreements. Toose
companies nl ily use yOI¥ porsonal lnfornl81ion to help Yahool
communlcata with you about offers /r0f'T1 Yahoo! SIlel o\lf
mel1<:ellnQ pa rtne~ . However. these companies do (lOt have Any
il"\'.10pGndani right to share thi s informatfon.
We hiM) a parent's petlTlisstoll to st113re the information if tho
usar Is s·ch:ld (lnd6r 8ge 1::1. ?arellls have the optlon 01 allowing
Yalloollo coliec! and usc their chikfs information without
contentlrl!) to Yahoo' sharing oi lhls Information \\IIU, people and
compenlE'.s ;'\Iho may use (/'lis Infoonalloo for their own purposes.
We respond 10 6tlbpoenas. court orderS, or legfJ! procass, or to
esjehlish or e1«lrdse our !l3gsl righ ts or defeod against legal
claim s.
W" believe ills necessary 10 share information in ord or to
inves tigate, prevant, or lake) action regarding IIIGg31acti vities,
suspected " :lud, situations Inllolvill9 potential threats 10 lhe
physi~1 safely oj any person, violations of Yahool's ternls 0/ usa,
or as otnolVlise requited by law.
'\N(j ttans/erinfonnaticn about you If Yahoo! Is acquired by or
merged w'l ifl another compsny. 111 this evellt, YaJl001wal notiry
you before Inrormation abO\J t you is .tr1l11SferMd and oacomas
suoJ ~c.t to a different privacy policy.

Yahoo! displOlys targeted advertlsQmsnt9" based all persol1lll informaUon.
Adverti sers (Inclliding ad serving companies) may assume tha t people
who jnlereel with, vi9w, or clICk targetod ads meat tho targcl~lg cri1aria--

for example. wOlllen ages 16-24 rrom a particular gwgraphlc area.
Yahool dOilSnot proYi[je any l)arSOl'U:!1information to thtl
ad'v'al1lsar ....nlln you Inlame! With or view a targei oo ad. However,
by Inwe.cting with or viewing all ad you are- consentlllg to the
possibility U'al the adverll ser will moke th e assumpti on that you
m<'let the targeting crite ria lIsar.J to dis play the ad.
YahoO! adV9r1isers include fil'onctal salvice providers (such as
banks, Insulanco agents, stock brokers and ITlOnga'ge lenders)
end non4inwlcial oompanles (sud'! as stores, airlines, and
sollworo companies).
Yah oo I wor1<.s with v~MQr~, partners. ad vertisers, and otll er service
providerll in dlf1erMt industries and clilegories of business. FOI' moro
irlfonnation reilardil1g provi der ~ of produds or servicas that YOU'Vi!
requested plc~ge read our del ~ i led r&ferqnct!l!nks.

Retum to top

COOKI ES
Yahool may so! alld access Yahoo! ~ on your computer.
Yahool leiS other CQmoanlos 1111.11 snow advartisoments on some or our
pages set all<! acce$ lheir coukle' 011your computer. Other e:ompanies'
use 01their cooldes il sullftld to !heir 01'011 privacy policies, not this ono.
Adver1lS9fS or othor colnpanies do not have access to Yal100rs cookies

Yaho o! lIses web beacons 10 access Yahool COOkies inside ond outSide
ollr notwork of web si tes and ill connection with Yehool products end
servlColS.

http://info.yahoo.com/pri vacy/us/yaJlOol
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Your Ability to Edit and Delete Your AC,cQunt
Information and Preferences

General
You can edit yl>U f Y9hool Account Informlltion. ineillding your ~
any time.

~,!lt

New UltttgOri03 of lnar\(etlllg CQmmunications- might be ;.lddad 10 tho

Marketing Prereronecs page lrom lime to UITlE'. Users who viall this page
opt out of receiving fulure markvllng <:ommunicatione Irom \heao flew
categories or lhey can unsubscribe by lollOWlng inslluctions col'llalned in
!he messages they receivEI,
~

We rolS61V& the tlgh: to send you c6flaln communications relating to the
Yahool s(l(Vica, such as service announcements, adlllirtistratl1'6
messago5 and the Yahoo I New~loUer. tiltU are ccnsiderc(\ part or your
Yahoo I account, without off!lr~lg YOI.l lhe ~portunj[y to opt DUI of
receiVing lhem.
-You can oaiete your Yahoo l account by vlsillng our Account Deletion
page. P1@llse elld!. hera to read aboUllnfom'lation tha t might possibly
remain in our archil'aa r\1COfds after your account has basn delet.d.

ChHdren
Parents can rOl'klw. ed i ~ and doi0to h1forl1'lationrelating to their d1i1d's
Yahool account u!il'l9 tools offered by Yahool Family AccouDIS.

Ir a pareu! choosas not 10 aHow l iS to fUrther coI!ect or use a child's
inrOffilaUon, parents <lllroned In Yal1oo1 Family Accounls can delete Itlo!ir
child's accol.mt by sl~ning into that child's ",COOlW11 and then visil~19 our
Account 011atloo page. Pleas(l ~ \0 read about informIJtlon that
mighl possibly (ema;n il1 our 8rchivlild records aftor your acco>!n! has
b6<i1n dGlatad.
Retum to top

CONFIDENTIALITY AND SECURITY
We limn access 10 p'lrsonallniormQ!ion 8bCll.II you 10 employees who we
beHeve. reasonabjy need to come mto contact with thai infonllatlor;lo
provide Pf.ottudS Of' services to you or In OI'der 10 do tholr jobs.
We h611e physlcgl. e.ectronic, ~n<l procedural sa(69\lords that comply with
fedaml re!.l\JI lltions l() protect porsooa) Inform ation about you.
To leam mONi £lbout security. including tl1e securi ty steps

w()

Mile laken

ar1d security sttlpS you can take, please read Secur1ty at Yaboot.

CHANGES TO THIS PRIVACY POLICY
Yahoo! may update thIs policy. We will noUtf you about Significant
chan~s in lho way we !real personal inlOflT1atlon by sendil'lg a notICe to
Ule prim ary email address ]lpecifie<l in your Yahool account or by placing
a promm6<l t nal lce 011 our $i tQ.

Return to top

QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
Ii you hav.e qlIeSHOl1l, suggesliOl1S, or wish to make a complaint, please
complete II f!l\!dback form or you can contact <IS at·
Yilhoollnc.
Cuslomer CarE) • privacy Policy issllOs
701 First Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(406) 349·5070
If you fel3l Ulnl ~OUf Inquiry hilS not been satis factorily addressed, plea3e
click
far Information all conswn er sgone/Qs thflt may be able 10
provide yCll.1 with addlional u9sistoOCEI.

m

EffectIVe Dale. November 22, 20013
Return 10 lop
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